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We develop a generalized characteristic analysis method. Using this method we
study interactions of elementary waves and construct the Riemann solutions for two
dimensional scalar conservation laws. Especially, we obtain the necessary and
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1. INTRODUCTION
The study of the two dimensional Riemann problem is interesting and
valuable not only in theoretical aspects but also in numerical ones. Due to
the explicit structure of the solutions, it is useful for understanding the
qualities of solutions and for testing the numerical schemes.
The existence and uniqueness theorem of the solution of the Cauchy
problem for the following two dimensional scalar conservation laws
ut+ f (u)x+ g(u)y=0, (1.1)
was obtained in [3, 5]. But it gives one little insight into the qualitative
structure of the solution. In order to understand the qualitative structure of
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the solution, an attempt is made to construct the solution explicitly for the
Riemann problem of (1.1).
Generally, the Riemann problem for (1.1) is a special Cauchy problem
with the following kind of initial data
u| t=0=u0(%), (1.2)
where % is the polar angle of (x, y) and u| t=0=u0(%) is a piecewise
constant function. For the selfsimilar solution u=u(!, ’) where !=xt,
’=yt, (1.1) and (1.2) change into the following boundary value problem
with boundary at the infinity
&!u!&’u’+ f (u)!+ g(u)’=0, (!, ’) # R2 (1.1)$
lim
r  +
u(!,’)=u0(%), % # (0, 2?) , (1.2)$
where r, % are polar coordinates of !, ’.
The discontinuities of u0(%) will yield waves consisting of the elementary
waves in the neighborhood of the infinity of (!, ’)-plane. Therefore, the
substance of construction of the Riemann solution to (1.1)$ and (1.2)$ is to
study how the elementary waves interact each other and finally match
together in the entire (!, ’)-plane.
The authors in [67] studied the Riemann problem of (1.1) (1.2) with
initial data u0( } ) taking four constant values in the four quadrants of
(x, y)-plane under the assumption that f (u)= g(u) and f "(u)>0, which is,
in [8], relaxed to
f, g # C 3, f ">0, g">0 and ( f "g")$>0, \u # R1. (A)
Assumption (A) means that (1.1) is the simplest genuinely two dimensional
scalar conservation law. Under assumption (A), [2] studied the Riemann
problem of (1.1), (1, 2) with u0( } ) taking three constant values in three fan
domains of (x, y)-plane. The common feature of the solutions in [2, 68]
is that all of the solutions are obtained by solving locally the interactions
of elementary waves at their intersection points, then extending the solu-
tion step by step and finally match together at the singular points of the
waves.
Guckenheimer in [4] considered a very interesting example in which
f (u)=u22, g(u)=u33 and u0( } ) takes 1, &1, 0 in three given fan domains.
The solution for this example is of very special structure, which we call
Guckenheimer structure here. In the neighborhood of infinity of (!, ’)
plane, three initial discontinuities result in three shocks respectively. A shock
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splits somewhere to two waves, one centered rarefaction wave and one
shock, before it intersects with other shocks. This feature is something like
the Mach reflection in gas dynamics and is substantial different from one
dimensional case in the aspects that the solution results from a global inter-
action and includes triple points. We notice that (i) Guckenheimer’s solution
can not be obtained by solving locally the interactions of elementary waves
step by step; (ii) all of waves included in this solution match together at
their regular points. It should be pointed that Guckenheimer structure does
not appear in all of the papers [2, 68], although it should appear in [2]
(see Sect. 4).
In order to analyze the Guckenheimer example and to extend it to the
general scalar conservation law, one has to study the interactions of
elementary waves intersecting with an arbitrary angle. The main difficulties
are to solve the Rankine-Hugoniot relation and to verify the entropy
condition.
In the present paper, we first classify the elementary waves into four
kinds: S \ and R\. We find that there are only seven classes of interactions
of two elementary waves, which include 12 subclasses.
Next, we develop a generalized characteristic analysis method. We intro-
duce a kind of singularity curves consisting of the singular points of shocks,
besides the kind of singularity curve consisting of the singular points of
characteristic lines introduced in [8]. We find that these two kinds of the
singularity curves play fundamental roles in the construction of solutions.
Based on study of the geometrical properties of these two kinds of singularity
curves and their relationship, we make solving R-H relation and verifying
entropy condition much easier than before. All Riemann solutions in [2, 8]
can be constructed easily by means of our method. For limited space, we
do not repeat them here. We only focus our attention to the Riemann
problem with three piecewise constant initial data yielding two S+ and one
S&, which is omitted in [2]. Under assumption (A), we obtain the necessary
and sufficient condition for appearance of Guckenheimer structure, i.e., the
initial discontinuities emit two S+ and one S&, and any two neighbor
shocks do not interact.
After introducing the third kind of singularity curves consisting of
singular points of combustion waves, the generalized characteristic analysis
method has been used to study the two dimensional Riemann problem for
a simplified combustion model [9]. In fact, this method can also be extend
to the pressure gradient equation of the compressible Euler equations [10]
and compressible Euler equation itself.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce generalized
characteristic analysis method. In Section 3 we study waves arising from
initial discontinuities and interactions of elementary waves. The Riemann
solutions are constructed in Section 4.
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2. GENERALIZED CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSIS
2.1. Characteristics and Singularity Curve of Characteristics
When u # C1, (1.1)$ can be rewritten as
( f $(u)&!) u!+(g$(u)&’) u’=0, (2.1)
of which the characteristic equation is
{
du(!, ’(!))
d!
=0
d’
d!
=
’& g$(u)
!& f $(u)
.
Obviously, the characteristic lines of (2.1) are all of rays coming from the
infinity of (!, ’) plane and ending at ( f $(u), g$(u)), along which u is constant.
Therefore, we can easily construct the continuous solutions of (2.1).
The curve
1(u): {!= f $(u) ,’= g$(u) , (&<u<) (2.2)
with u as parameter consists of the singular points of characteristics. We call
the curve 1(u) the singularity curve of characteristics, which was first intro-
duced in [8] and called as base curve there. We orientate the characteristic
line on which u takes constant u0 to point ( f $(u0), g$(u0)) (see Fig.1.a)
We call a smooth solution of (2.1) rarefaction wave, denoted by R, if its
characteristic lines do not intersect before reaching 1(u). Furthermore, we
classify rarefaction waves into two classes:
R=R+, if {!, ’u and the direction of the characteristic line of u form
a right-hand system;
R=R&, if {!, ’u and the direction of the characteristic line of u form
a left-hand system.
2.2. Discontinuities and Singularity Curve of Shocks
Let u(!, ’) be bounded piecewise smooth function with piecewise smooth
discontinuity line ’=’(!). And suppose that u& and u+ (where u&<u+)
are the limit values of u at P on both sides of ’=’(!), and n (P)=(+, &)
is the normal to ’=’(!) at P from u+ to u&.
The discontinuity line ’=’(!) is called a shock wave (including contact
discontinuity), denoted by S, if it satisfies the following RankineHugoniot
relation (abbr. RH) and the entropy condition (E)[1]
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FIGURE 1
d’
d!
=
’& g$u+, u&
!& f $u+, u&
, (RH)
Fn (u+)&Fn (u&)
u+&u&

Fn (u)&Fn (u&)
u&u&
, \u # (u&, u+), (E)
where
f $u+, u& =
f (u+)& f (u&)
u+&u&
,
g$u+, u& =
g(u+)& g(u&)
u+&u&
and Fn (u)=+f (u)+&g(u).
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It follows from (RH) that the tangent of S at P passes through the point
( f $u+, u& , g$u+, u&). Thus we orientate the tangent vector of S to point to
( f $u+, u& , g$u+, u&). Similar to characteristics, shocks must end at their
singular points. (see Fig. 1b).
Similar to R, we classify S into two classes:
S=S +, if the normal vector and the tangent vector of S form a right-
hand system;
S=S &, if the normal vector and the tangent vector of S form a left-
hand system.
The waves of R+, R&, S+ and S & are called elementary waves. The
definition can be generalized to gas dynamic systems.
The curve
1s(u, u&): {!= f $u, u& ,’= g$u, u& , (&<u<+) (2.3)
with u, u& as variant and fixed parameters respectively consists of all
singular points of shock waves satisfying
d’
d!
=
’& g$u, u&
!& f $u, u&
. (2.4)
We call 1s the singularity curve of shocks.
The relation (RH) can be rewritten as
n (P) } P1s(u+, u&)

=0. (RH$)
And the condition (E) can be rewritten as
n (P) } 1s(u, u&) 1s(u+, u&)

0, \u # (u&, u+) (E$)
or
n (P) } 1s(u, u+) 1s(u+, u&)

0, \u # (u&, u+). (E")
(E$) means that \u # [u&, u+], the vectors from 1s(u, u&) to 1s(u+, u&)
intersect with n (P) in an acute angle. (E") means that \u # (u&, u+), the
vectors from 1s(u, u+) to 1s(u+, u&) intersect n in an obtuse angle. (See
Fig. 1b)
2.3. Generalized Characteristic Analysis
According to subsections 2.1 and 2.2, the geometrical properties of the
two kinds of singularity curves and their relationship is a key to construct
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the entropy solutions. For simplicity, we make assumption (A). In fact, our
method is still valid for more general cases.
Under the assumption (A), we have the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. The singularity curve 1(u): ’=’(!) is monotonously increasing
and concave in (!, ’)-plane (see Fig. 1c).
Proof. According to the assumption (A) and the definition of 1(u), we
have
d’
d!
=
g"(u)
f "(u)
>0
and
d 2’
d!2
=
&1
f "(u) \
f "(u)
g"(u)+
&2
\f "(u)g"(u)+
$
<0,
from which, we obtain Lemma 2.1. K
Lemma 2.2. For any fixed u1 # (&, +), the singularity curve
1s(u, u1) is of the following properties:
(1) it is monotonously increasing and tangent with 1(u) at the point
1(u1);
(2) it is concave;
(3) it is located below 1(u), i.e., ’1 (!)’1s(!) and the equal sign
holds if and only if at != f $(u1), where ’1 (!) and ’1s(!) denote 1(u) and
1s(u, u1) respectively. (See Fig. 1c)
Proof. We have
1s(u, u1): {!= f $u, u1’= g$u, u1 (&<u<+) .
Then
d’1s
d!
=
dg$u, u1
du <
df $u, u1
du
=
g$(u)& g$u, u1
f $(u)& f $u, u1
,
d 2’1s
d!2
=
d
du \
g$(u)& g$u, u1
f $(u)& f $u, u1+<
d!
du
=
f "(u)
[ f $(u)& f $u, u1]
2 { g"(u)f "(u)&
g$(u)& g$u, u1
f $(u)& f $u, u1= (u&u1) .
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(1) It follows from f "(u)>0 and g"(u)>0 that
(g$(u)& g$u, u1)(u&u1)0, ( f $(u)& f $u, u1)(u&u1)0
Hence d’1s d!>0. In addition, we have
lim
u  u1
d’1s
d!
= lim
u  u1
g$(u)& g$u, u1
f $(u)& f $u, u1
=
g"(u1)
f "(u1)
.
Therefore, ’1s(!) is monotonously increasing and tangent to ’1 (!) at the
point 1(u1)=( f $(u1), g$(u1)).
(2) Set
H(u, u1)=
g"(u)
f "(u)
[ f $(u)(u&u1)& f (u)+ f (u1)]
&[ g$(u)(u&u1)& g(u)+ g(u1)].
Then H(u, u1)(u&u1) has the same sign with d 2’d!2, due to ( f $& f $u, u1)
(u&u1)0.
Since H(u, u1)=0 and
H$u(u, u1)=\ g"(u)f "(u)+
$
[ f $(u)(u&u1)& f (u)+ f (u1)]
&
g"(u)
f "(u)
[ f "(u)(u&u1)]&[ g"(u)(u&u1)]
=\ g"(u)f "(u)+
$
[ f $(u)& f $u, u1](u&u1)0,
we have H(u, u1)(u&u1)0. Hence d 2’1s d!
20, i.e., ’1s(!) is concave.
(3) Now, we are going to prove that ’1s(!) is located below ’1 (!).
We have
d 2’1s
d!2 } u=u1= limu  u1
f "(u)
[ f $(u)& f $u, u1]
2 { g"(u)f "(u)&
g$(u)& g$u, u1
f $(u)& f $u, u1= (u&u1)
= lim
u  u1
f "(u)(u&u1)3
( f $(u)& f $u, u1)
3 }
g"(u)
f "(u)
[ f $(u)& f $u, u1]&[ g$(u)& g$u, u1]
(u&u1)2
=
4
3
1
f "(u1) \
g"(u1)
f "(u1)+
$
<0.
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Then
\d
2’1
d!2
&
d 2’1S
d!2 + }u=u1=
&1
3
1
f "(u1) \
g"(u1)
f "(u1)+
$
>0,
which, combining the fact that 1S(u, u1) is tangent to 1(u) at the point
1(u1), implies that ’1>’1S in a neighborhood of !1= f $(u1) (except
!1= f $(u1)).
It can be shown that ’1 (!)>’1S(!), \! # (&, +). In fact, if it is not
true, then there exists a !2= f $(u2) such that ’1 (!2)=’1S(!2). Without
losing generality, suppose !2> f $(u1). Let 1s(u, u1) at the intersection point
(!2 , ’1 (!2)) take the parameter u^2 . Then,we have
f $(u2)= f $u^2, u1 and g$(u2)= g$u^2, u1 , (2.5)
which implies u1<u2<u^2 , due to f "(u)>0 and g"(u)>0.
On the other hand, it should hold that
d’1s
d! }!2
d’1
d! }!2 ,
i.e.,
g$(u^2)& g$u^2 , u1
f $(u^2)& f $u^2 , u1

g"(u2)
f "(u2)
. (2.6)
From (2.5) and (2.6), we obtain
g$(u^2)& g$(u2)
f $(u^2)& f $(u2)

g"(u2)
f "(u2)
.
Thus there exists a % such that
g"(%)
f "(%)

g"(u2)
f "(u2)
, (u2<%<u^2) ,
which contradicts with (g"(u) f "(u))$<0. Therefore, we have
’1 (!)’1S(!), \! # (&, +).
The equal sign holds if and only if at !=!1 . Thus we complete the proof
of Lemma 2.2. K
Lemma 2.3. Let u2>u1 . Then 1S(u, u1) and 1S(u, u2) have the following
relations
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(1) 1S(u2 , u1)=1S(u1 , u2)=( f $u2 , u1 , g$u2 , u1 ), and
f $(u1)< f $u2 , u1< f $(u2), g$(u1)<g$u2 , u1<g$(u2) ;
(2) 1(u1) is on the tangent line of 1S(u, u2) at the point 1S(u2 , u1)
and 1(u2) is on the tangent line of 1S(u, u1) at the point 1S(u2 , u1). (See
Fig. 1d)
Proof. The item (1) follows from the definition of 1S and the assump-
tion (A). The item (2) is a conclusion of
d’1S (u, ui )
d! }1S (u2 , u1 )=
g$ui& g$u2 , u1
f $ui& f $u2 , u1
, i=1, 2. K
Lemma 2.4. Under the assumption (A), a discontinuity connecting u1 and
u2 is a shock S if and only if
(1) the direction of the discontinuity points to 1s(u1 , u2);
(2) all characteristic lines from both banks of the discontinuity are
incoming.
Furthermore, a shock is a S+ (or S&), if the direction of S points to
1s(u1 , u2) in the angle M1(u1) 1s(u1 , u2) 1(u2) (or in its vertical angle
respectively).
Proof. According to the definition of the shock and the entropy condi-
tion (E$) or (E") as well as Lemmas 2.12.3, we know that a discontinuity
connecting u1 and u2 is a S+ if and only if its direction points to 1s(u1 , u2)
in the angle M1(u1) 1s(u1 , u2) 1(u2) and the condition (2) holds. Similarly,
a discontinuity connecting u1 and u2 is S& if and only if its direction points
to 1s(u1 , u2) in the vertical angle of M1(u1) 1s(u1 , u2) 1(u2) and condition
(2) holds. But the condition (2) holds only when the direction of the dis-
continuity points to 1s(u1 , u2)) in these two angles mentioned above. Thus
we have proved the lemma. K
3. CLASSIFICATION OF INITIAL DISCONTINUITIES
3.1. The Waves Arising from Initial Discontinuities
Let l be a ray emitting from the origin of (x, y)-plane and forming angle
,(l ) with x-axis. Orientate the direction { of l to point to the origin. Facing
the direction of l, u takes value ul (or ur) on the left (or right) of l. Let % l
(or %r) be the polar angle of the vector ( f "(u l), g"(ul)) (or ( f "(ur), g"(ur)))
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with !-axis, %l, r be the polar angle of the vector 1(ul) 1s(ur , ul)

with !-axis
and %r, l be the polar angle of the vector 1(ur) 1s(ur , ul)

with !-axis.
The structure of the wave W arising from initial discontinuity l will
depend on ,(l ). According to the definitions of S\, R\ and Lemmas
2.12.4 in Section 2, we have the following results.
(1) (See Fig. 2a) If ul<ur , the wave arising from l is
(1a) a shock S &l, r , when ,(l ) # [%l, r , %r, l], i.e., S
&
l, r points to
1s(ur , ul) from the vertical angle of M1(ul) 1s(ul , ur) 1(ur);
FIGURE 2
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(1b) a set of waves consisting of a shock and a rarefaction wave:
S &l, * and R
+
*, r , when ,(l ) # [%r, l , %l+?]. Here * represents u* such that
d’1s (u, ul )
d! }u=u*=
g$u*& g$u*, ul
f $u*& f $u*, ul
=tan ,(l ), u* # (u l , ur);
(1c) a rarefaction R+l, r , when ,(l ) # [%l+?, 2?) _ [0, %r];
(1d) a set of waves consisting of a rarefaction wave and a shock:
R+l, * and S
&
*, r , when ,(l ) # (%r , % l, r). Here * represents u* such that
d’1s (u, ur )
d! }u=u*=
g$u*& g$u*, ur
f $u*& f $u*, ur
=tan ,(l ), u* # (u l , ur).
(2) (See Fig. 2b) If ul>ur , the wave arising from l is
(2a) a shock S +l, r , when ,(l ) # [%r, l+?, 2?) _ [0, %l, r&?], i.e., S
+
l, r
points to 1s(ur , ul) from the angle M1(ul) 1s(ul , ur) 1(ur);
(2b) a set of waves consisting of a rarefaction wave and a shock:
R&l, * and S
+
*, r , when ,(l ) # [%l, r&?, %r]. Here * represents u* defined by
d’1s (u, ur )
d! }u=u*=
g$u*& g$u*, ur
f $u*&f $u*, ur
=tan ,(l ), u* # (ur , u l);
(2c) a rarefaction wave R&l, r , when ,(l ) # [%r , %l+?];
(2d) a set of waves consisting of a shock and a rarefaction wave:
S +l, * and R
&
*, r , when ,(l ) # (%l+?, %r, l+?). Here * represents u* such that
d’1s (u, ul )
d! }u=u*=
g$u*& g$u*, ul
f $u*& f $u*, ul
=tan ,(l ), u* # (ur , ul).
3.2. The Interactions of Elementary Waves
From the results above, we see that R+ and R& are located in different
sides of 1(u) and any two neighbor rarefaction waves do not intersect each
other. So, there is no interaction between rarefaction waves. Therefore, all
possible interactions of elementary waves are (1) S+ and R+; (2) S+ and
R&; (3) S + and S+; (4) S + and S&; (5) S & and R+; (6) S & and R&; (7)
S& and S&.
We have the following theorem on these seven classes of interactions.
Theorem 1. (1) If S + and R+ are neighbor, then (11) S + will
penetrate whole R+; or (12) S+ will not penetrate whole R+ before ending
at its singular point.
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(2) If S+ and R& are neighbor, then (21) S + will penetrate R&; or
(22) S+ will not penetrate whole R& before ending at its singular point; or
(23) they do not interact.
(3) If two S+’s are neighbor, then (31) they form a new shock S +; or
(32) they do not interact.
(4) If S+ and S & are neighbor, then (41) they form a new shock S &;
or (42) they form a centered R+ having a shock S & as one of the edges (see
Fig. 3c); or (43) they do not interact.
(5) If S& and R+ are neighbor, then (51) S & will penetrate R+; or
(52) S& will not penetrate whole R+ before ending at its singular point; or
(53) they do not interact.
(6) If S& and R& are neighbor, then (61) S & will penetrate whole R&;
or (62) S & will penetrate R& and, during the penetrating process, form a R+
having the shock S& as a envelope of characteristic lines of the R+ (see
Fig. 4.1 case(c2) in [8]).
(7) If S& and S& are neighbor, then they will form a new shock S&.
Proof. After analyzing, we find that subclasses (11), (12), (23), (31), (41),
(43), (51), (52), (53), (61), (62) and (7) are included in [2, 8]. (32), (42) will
appear in the Riemann solutions in Section 4. Here we only prove (2) by
using our method. Since the proofs for the rest ones are similar, we omit
them here.
Let S+ arise from an initial discontinuity ray l1, 2 , and u take values u1
and u2 on the left and the right of l1, 2 respectively. Let R& be a planar
rarefaction wave, arising from an initial discontinuity ray l3, 4 , and u take
values u3 and u4 on the left and the right of l3, 4 respectively. We know from
(2a) in 3.1 that S+=S +1, 2 with u1>u2 and ,(l1, 2) # [%2, 1+?, 2?] _
[0, %1, 2&?]. We know from (2c) in 3.1 that R&=R&3, 4 with u3>u4 and
,(l3, 4) # [%4 , %3+?]. Without losing generality, we suppose ,(l1, 2) #
[%2, 1+?, 2?]. Since S + and R& are neighbor, we have u1=u4 or u2=u3 .
(i) If u4=u1 , then S +1, 2 and R
&
3, 4 will go straight and end at their
singular points without interaction (i.e., (23)), because %3+?<%2, 1+?.
(ii) If u2=u3 , then %2, 1+?<,(l1, 2)<,(l3, 4)<%3+?. Hence,
u1>u2=u3>u4 and S +1, 2 will intersect with R
&
3, 4 (see Fig. 2c.) The sign i
denotes the state ui . It has the same meaning in the following.)
Let A denote the intersection point of S+ and R&. Now we solve the
interaction of S+ and R& from A. Let ’=’s(!) be the discontinuity con-
necting u1 and R&. From the RH relation, we have
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{
d’s
d!
=
’s& g$u, u1
!& f $u, u1
, \uu1 ,
(3.1)’s(u)& g$(u)
!(u)& f $(u)
=tan (,(l3, 4)), uu1 ,
’s(!A)=’A .
Due to the entropy condition of S+ at the point A and the concavity of
1(u), the tangent of ’=’s(!) at A intersects with 1s(u, u1) at two points
1s(u2 , u1) and 1s(u5 , u1) where u5<u2 . So, the piece of 1s(u, u1) with
u # [u5 , u2] is located above the tangent. First we consider u4<u5 . Then
there is a u* # (u5 , u2) such that ’=’s(!) will increase monotonously and
bend convexly as u is decreasing, until its tangent is tangential to 1s(u, u1)
at u=u*. Hence, we have
d’s
d! } u=u*=
’s(u*)& g$u*, u1
!(u*)& f $u*, u1
=
g$(u*)& g$u*, u1
f $(u*)& f $u*, u1
=
d’1s
d! } u=u* . (3.2)
Now we want to prove that
’s(u*)= g$(u*), !(u*)= f $(u*). (3.3)
In fact, if (3.3) is not true, we have from (3.2) and the second equation in
(3.1) that
’$s(u*)
!$(u*)
=
’s(u*)& g$(u*)
!(u*)& f $(u*)
=tan (,(l3, 4)). (3.4)
On the other hand, differentiating the second equation in (3.1), we obtain
that
’$s(u*)& g"(u*)
!$(u*)& f "(u*)
=tan (,(l3, 4)). (3.5)
Equations (3.4) and (3.5) imply that
g"(u*)
f "(u*)
=tan (,(l3, 4)),
which contradicts with
tan(,(l3, 4))<
g"(u2)
f "(u2)
<
g"(u*)
f "(u*)
.
Thus, we have (3.3). From Lemma 2.4, ’=’s(u), !=!(u) with u # [u*, u1]
is a shock which satisfies critical entropy condition at u=u*, denoted by
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S +1, u . It does not penetrate whole R
& before reaching 1(u*) (i.e., (22); see
Fig. 2c).
If u4>u*, then the shock S +1, u will penetrate the whole R
& and finally
end at 1s(u4 , u1) (i.e., (21)). For general rarefaction wave R+, it can be
proved similarly. K
3.3. Combinations of Initial Discontinuities
Divide (x, y)-plane into three domains 0i , (i=1, 2, 3) by three rays from
the origin. Let u take the constant value ui in 0i at initial time. The various
combinations of initial discontinuities result in various structures of solutions.
Through analyzing all possible combinations of initial discontinuities, we
find that the most interesting one is the combination which yields one S &
and two S+’s, since the Riemann solutions with such kind of initial data
include all of the subclasses of interactions of elementary waves which do
not appear in [2, 8] except the interaction of S + and R&.
4. STRUCTURE OF THE RIEMANN SOLUTIONS
Let u take ui in 0i at initial time and u1>u2>u3 , where 0i is defined
as in subsection 3.3. Let li, i+1 denote the discontinuity between 0i and
0i+1 , and ,(li, i+1) be an angle of li, i+1 with x-axis, where 04=01 and
l3, 4=l3, 1 . Suppose that the three discontinuities yield three shocks. Then,
we know from the discussion in subsection 3.1 that the three shocks are
S +1, 2 , S
+
2, 3 , S
&
3, 1 when the arrangement of 01 , 02 , 03 is counter-clockwise;
and the three shocks are S +1, 3 , S
&
3, 2 , S
&
2, 1 when the arrangement of
01 , 02 , 03 is clockwise. There are some important differences for these two
cases. The Riemann problems with one S+ and two S &’s have only one
kind of structure of solutions. But the Riemann problems with two S +’s
and one S & have four genuinely different kinds of structures of solutions,
one of which is Guckenheimer structure. The authors of [2] discussed the
Riemann problem with three shocks. But they omitted the case with two
S+’s and one S &, since they were not aware of the distinction between S +
and S&, and misunderstood that the two cases mentioned above are
similar.
In this section, we treat the Riemann problem with the initial data which
yield S +1, 2 , S
+
2, 3 , S
&
3, 1 . Then, we have
,(l1, 2) # [0, %1, 2&?] _ [%2, 1+?, 2?);
,(l2, 3) # [0, %2, 3&?] _ [%3, 2+?, 2?); (4.1)
,(l3, 1) # [%3, 1 , %1, 3].
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There are two cases for the Riemann problem.
Case 1. S +1, 2 and S
+
2, 3 interact and form a new shock S
+
1, 3 . It is
equivalent to that there exists an intersection point P of S +1, 2 and S
+
2, 3 in
D which is the region located below 1(u) and the both of the elongation
lines of the segment 1s(u1 , u3) 1(u1) and the segment 1(u3) 1s(u1 , u3). (See
Fig. 2d)
Case 2. S +1, 2 and S
+
2, 3 do not interact. It is equivalent to that there
exists no intersection point of S +1, 2 and S
+
2, 3 in D.
4.1. Case 1
This case is very simple. The solution is constructed as in Fig. 2d. S &3, 1
goes straight and ends at its singular point 1s(u3 , u1). S +1, 2 and S
+
2, 3 inter-
sect at a point P # D. Since P # D, it follows from Lemma 2.4 that the
discontinuity P1s(u1 , u3) connecting states u1 and u3 is a shock, denoted by
S +1, 3 .
4.2. Case 2
This case is much more complicated. We will classify it into some sub-
cases and discuss them one by one.
The condition on ,(l2, 3) in (4.1) can be divided into
(C1) ,(l2, 3) # [%3, 2+?, 2?) _ [0, :];
(C2) ,(l2, 3) # (:, %2, 3&?].
and the condition on ,(l1, 2) in (4.1) can be divided into
(C3) ,(l1, 2) # [%2, 1+?, ;];
(C4) ,(l1, 2) # (;, 2?] _ [0, %1, 2&?],
where : and ; are the polar angle of 1s(u2 , u3) 1s(u3 , u1)

with !-axis and
the polar angle of 1s(u2 , u1) 1s(u1 , u3)

with !-axis, respectively. Then, we
classify (4.1) into
(i) (4.1) with (C1);
(ii) (4.1) with (C2) and (C3);
(iii) (4.1) with (C2) and (C4).
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Condition (ii) can be transformed into condition (i) by using the trans-
formation
x =&y, y =&x, u =&u ,
(4.2)
F(u )=&f (&u ), G(u )=&g(&u ) .
So, it is sufficient to consider case 2 with (i) or (iii).
4.2.1. Now We Consider The Case 2 With Condition (i).
From (C1) we know that S +2, 3 intersects with the segment 1(u3) 1s(u3 , u1)
at a point E. (See Fig. 4.2)
According to the assumption for case 2, S +1, 2 does not intersect with S
+
2, 3
in D. So, S +1, 2 must be located on the left of the elongation line of the
segment E1s(u2 , u1). Consequently, the elongation line of S +1, 2 will intersect
with the elongation line of S &3, 1 at a point P1 . Obviously, P1 is on the
elongation line of S &3, 1 , is below the elongation line of 1(u2) 1s(u2 , u1) and
is above the elongation line of E1s(u2 , u1).
We can divide case 2 with condition (i) into three subcases, according to
the location of P1 (See Fig. 3a).
Case 2.1. P1 is on the right of 1s(u, u2).
Case 2.2. P1 is on the left of (or just on) 1s(u, u2) and is on the right
of the elongation line of 1(u3) 1s(u3 , u2).
Case 2.3. P1 is on the left of (or just on) the elongation line of
1(u3) 1s(u3 , u2).
Remark. If S &3, 1 is on the right of the elongation line of 1(u2) 1s(u3 , u1),
then case 2.2 and case 2.3 do not appear.
Case 2.1. The solution is described in Fig. 3b. It is of Guckenheimer
structure. According to [5], the solution is unique.
In this subcase, any two shocks of S +1, 2 , S
+
2, 3 and S
&
3, 1 do not interact.
Therefore, in order to match these three shocks in the entire (!, ’)-plane,
we need to consider their interaction globally. This feature is something
like Mach reflection in gas dynamics. We construct the solution as follows.
Choose a point Q on S &3, 1 such that Q is located below 1s(u, u2) and the
elongation line of 1(u2) 1s(u2 , u1) and such that QP1

and Q1s(u1 , u3)

have the same direction with that of S &3, 1 .
(1) According to the choice of Q, we can draw a line from Q to be
tangential to 1s(u, u1) at a point 1s(u*, u1). Obviously, u3u*u2 . Then
we obtain a right side contact shock S +1, * : Q1s(u*, u1) and a centered
rarefaction wave R+3, * : Q1(u), u3uu*. From Lemma 2.4, S
+
1, * satisfies
the entropy condition (E) apparently.
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FIGURE 3
(2) From the assumption on S +2, 3 , it follows that S
+
2, 3 must intersect
with R+3, * at a point A=(!A , ’A), before it reaches 1s(u2 , u3).
Starting from A, we solve RH relation
{
d’s
d!
=
’s& g$u, u2
!& f $u, u2
, \u # [u3 , u*],
(4.3)’s&’Q
!&!Q
=
g$(u)&’Q
f $(u)&!Q
, \u # [u3 , u*],
’s(!A)=’A .
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From the first equation of (4.3), we know that the tangent of ’=’s(!)
at (!(u), ’s(u)) points to 1s(u, u2). Besides, ’=’s(!) can not intersect with
1s(u, u2), when u3u<u*. Otherwise, there is u0 # [u3 , u*] such that
’s(u0)= g$u0 , u2 , !(u0)= f $u0 , u2 , which, combining with the second equation
of (4.3), deduces
d’1S (u0 , u2 )
d!
=
g$(u0)& g$u0 , u2
f $(u0)& f $u0 , u2
=
g$(u0)&’s(u0)
f $(u0)&!(u0)
=
g$(u0)&’Q
f $(u0)&!Q
.
Then the segment Q1(u0) is tangential to 1s(u, u2) at u=u0 . This is
impossible, since Q is below 1s(u, u2) and 1s(u, u2) is concave. Therefore,
from the fact that A is on the right of 1s(u, u2), we know that ’=’s(!)
keeps on the right of 1s(u, u2) and bends clockwise. After it penetrates
R+3, * , it intersects with S
+
1, * at the point B=(!(u*), ’s(u*)).
Obviously, the tangent vector of ’=’s(!) at (!(u), ’s(u)) points to
1s(u, u2), and the direction of any characteristic line in two sides of ’=’s(!)
comes into ’=’s(!). Then we know from Lemma 2.4 that ’=’s(!) is a
shock, denoted by S +2, u , u # [u3 , u*].
(3) It is obvious that B depends on Q. Now we prove that there
exists a Q on S &3, 1 such that B is on S
+
1, 2 .
(31) First we prove that there exists a Q such that B is over S +1, 2 . Let
Q be the intersection point of S &3, 1 and 1s(u, u2), when S
&
3, 1 is on the left
of elongation of 1(u2) 1s(u3 , u1). Then we obtain B=Q which implies that
B is over S +1, 2 . Let Q be the intersection point of S
&
3, 1 and 1(u2) 1s(u2 , u1),
when S &3, 1 is on the right of elongation of 1(u2) 1s(u3 , u1). Then we obtain
B=1(u2) which implies that B is over S +1, 2 .
(32) Next we prove that there exists a Q such that B is below S +1, 2 .
Let Q=P1 when P1 1s(u3 , u1)

has the same direction with S &3, 1 and Q=
1s(u3 , u1) when P11s(u3 , u1)

has the opposite direction to S &3, 1 . Then we
have that 1(u*) is below S +1, 2 . Consequently, B is below S
+
1, 2 .
Combining (31) and (32), we know that there exists a Q such that B is
just on S +1, 2 , due to the mean value theorem. Thus, S
+
1, * , S
+
2, u and S
+
1, 2
match together at B. We have completed the construction of the solution
in Fig. 3b.
Case 2.2. The solution for this subcase is described in Fig. 3c. We
construct it as follows.
(1) In this subcase, we can draw a line from P1 to be tangential to
1s(u, u2), u3uu2 . Denote the tangent point by 1s(u*, u2). Then we
obtain a right contact shock S &*, 2 : P11s(u*, u2) and a centered rarefaction
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wave R+3, * with the vertex P1 : u=constant, on the segment P11(u),
\u # [u3 , u*].
(2) Under the previous assumption on S +2, 3 , it must intersect with
R+3, * at a point A=(!A , ’A) before it ends at 1s(u2 , u3).
(3) Similar to case 2.1, we can obtain a shock S +2, u : ’=’s(!) from A
through solving
{
d’s
d!
=
’s& g$u, u2
!& f $u, u2
, u3uu*,
(4.4)’s&’P1
!&!P1
=
g$(u)&’P1
f $(u)&!P1
, u3uu*,
’s(!A)=’A .
Like in case 2.1, it can be proved that S +2, u keeps on the right of
1s(u, u2), bends clockwise and finally ends at 1s(u*, u2) tangentially with
1s(u, u2). From Lemma 2.4, the entropy condition satisfies. Thus we have
constructed the solution.
Case 2.3. The solution is shown in Fig. 3d.
In this subcase, S +1, 2 and S
&
3, 1 intersect together at P1 . Obviously, P1 is
located on the left of the elongation lines of the segments 1(u3) 1s(u2 , u3)
and 1(u1) 1s(u1 , u3). And 1s(u2 , u3) is on the right of 1(u1) 1s(u1 , u3).
Therefore, we know that the discontinuity P11s(u2 , u3) connecting u2 and
u3 is a shock, denoted by S &3, 2 . On the other hand, S
+
2, 3 goes straight and
vanishes at 1s(u2 , u3). Thus the solution is constructed.
4.2.2.
Now we consider the case 2 with condition (iii).
Let L be the ray from 1s(u3 , u1) and with the direction opposite to S &3, 1 .
From condition (iii), we know that S +1, 2 and S
+
2, 3 intersects with L before
they reach their singular points. Denote the intersection points by P1 and
P2 respectively. If P1=P2 , then S +1, 2 , S
+
2, 3 and S
&
3, 1 will match together at P1 .
Without losing generality, we can assume that P1P2

has the same direction
with S &3, 1 , which implies that P2 is located between P1 and 1s(u3 , u1).
Otherwise, we take transformation (4.2). Then, u1 , u2 , u3 , S +1, 2 , S
+
2, 3 , S
&
3, 1 ,
P1 , and P2 become u 3 , u 2 , u 1 , S +2 , 3 , S
+
1 , 2 , S
&
3 , 1 , P2 and P1 , respectively.
Thus, P1 P2

has the same direction with S &3 , 1 .
With condition (iii) and the assumption that P1P2

has the same direc-
tion with S &3, 1 , we can also divide case 2 into three subcases, according to
the location of P1 .
Case 2.1$ P1 is on the right of 1s(u, u2).
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Case 2.2$ P1 is on the left of (or just on) 1s(u, u2) and is on the right
of the elongation line of 1(u3) 1s(u3 , u2).
Case 2.3$ P1 is on the left of (or just on) the elongation line of
1(u3) 1s(u3 , u2).
The solutions for cases 2.1$2.3$ can be constructed in the same way as
we do for the corresponding cases 2.12.3 in 4.2.1. Here we only construct
the solution for case 2.1$ to explain where we use the assumption that
P1P2

has the same direction with S &3, 1 .
Case 2.1$. As mentioned above, P1 and P2 are located on L. Since
P1 , in this subcase, is on the right of 1s(u, u2), we can choose a point Q
on S &3, 1 such that Q is located on the right of 1s(u, u2) and below the
elongation line of 1(u2) 1s(u2 , u1). In addition, we require QP1

has the
same direction with S &3, 1 .
(1) Draw a line from Q to be tangential to 1s(u, u1) at a point
1s(u*, u1). Then we obtain a right side contact shock S +1, * : Q1s(u*, u1) and
a centered rarefaction wave R+3, * : Q1(u), u3uu*.
(2) According to the choice of Q and the assumption that P1P2

has
the same direction with S &3, 1 , we know that 1s(u3 , u2) is on the left of
Q1(u3) and P2 is on the right of Q1(u3). Hence P2 1(u3 , u2) intersects
with Q1(u3), which implies that S +2, 3 must intersect with R
+
3, * at a point
A=(!A , ’A), before it reaches 1s(u2 , u3). From point A, we obtain a shock
S +2, u , which keeps on the right of 1s(u, u2) and bends clockwise. After
penetrating R+3, * , S
+
2, u intersects with S
+
1, * at the point B=(!(u*), ’s(u*)).
(3) When the intersection point of L and 1(u, u2) is below the
segment 1(u2) 1(u2 , u1), we choose Q as the intersection point. Otherwise,
we choose Q as the intersection point of L and 1(u2) 1(u2 , u1). Then we
obtain that B is over S +1, 2 . On the other hand, we choose Q as P1 . Then
we obtain that B is below S +1, 2 . Hence there exists a Q such that B is just
on S +1, 2 , due to the mean value theorem. Thus, S
+
1, * , S
+
2, u and S
+
1, 2 match
together at B. The structure of the solution is similar to that in Fig. 3b.
As we mentioned in the beginning of this section, there are only two
possibilities for the Riemann problem with three shocks: two S +’s and one
S&; or one S+ and two S&’s. According to the theorem 1 in Section 3, two
neighbor S&’s must interact and form a new S&. The new S& will match
with S+ at their common singular point. So, there is no Guckenheimer
structure for the Riemann problem with one S + and two S&’s. Thus,
combined with the discussion above, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2. For the two-dimensional Riemann problem (1.2) of conser-
vation law (1.1) with three piecewise constant initial data, the necessary and
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sufficient condition for appearance of Guckenheimer structure is that the
initial discontinuities emit two S+’s and one S &, and any two neighbor
shocks do not interact.
Furthermore, it can be verified that all of the Riemann solutions, except
Guckenheimer structure in which interaction is a global effect and waves
match at regular points, can be constructed by solving the interactions of
each two neighbor waves step by step and finally matching at their singular
points. Due to the limit space, we omit the verification here.
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